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I. A PROBLEM ON INTEGRAL MANIFOLDS 
We consider a system of the form 
.e =.= Ax f p1(x, y) 
j = BY T p&,y) 
(1) 
with x E W, y  E W’ and A and B real constant matrices of appropriate size. 
It is assumed that in a neighbourhood of (0,O) p1 and p2 have partial derivatives 
of arbitrarily high order (pi E Cr) and 
pi = 0, (p,), = 0, (p,), = 0 for (x, y) = (0,O) and i I= 1,2. 
If  there is a function s = s(x) r (sr(x),..., s,,,(.r))r, SE C”, such that M ~-1 
{(r, X, y) i y  : S(X); i, .Y arbitrary} is an integral manifold of (I), then s satisfies 
the partial differential equation 
(W),W -t- P,(x, WI = W) + P,(T $9) (2) 
where S, is the Jacobian of S. Let s have the Taylor expansion S(X) = c,Tl sj(x) 
at x = 0. The components s<j(.v) of the vector S(x) = (stj(+.., S,:(X))’ are 
polynomials in x1 ,..., xk and homogeneous of degree j. Because of (2) the 
functions sj(x) are related recursively by 
(s~(x))~ AX i B+) + g’(x), (3) 
where qj is homogeneous of degree j and depends on sl,..., sj-r (see [2, Chapter 
V.S]). 
Csing stability arguments it is shown in [2] that (3) has a unique solution 
S’(X) for any q’(x), if .4 is stable and all eigenvalues of B have positive real 
parts.-In the first part of this note we study 
(&,)r Ax - B&) = 44 (4) 
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as a linear-algebraic problem and prove a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the solvability of (4). We then discuss an equation which is related to integral 
manifolds of periodic equations of type (1). 
2. THE POLYNOMIAL EQUATION 
Let C,[X] be the linear space of all complex polynomials in xi ,..., X~ which 
are homogeneous of degree Y. In this section we focus on a linear operator 
AtF): C,[x] - C,[x], which is defined for each A E Ckxk by 
At’) q(x) = [grad Q(x)]~ Ax. 
The fact that C,[X] is isomorphic to a space V of symmetric tensors of order Y 
will clarify the structure of A(‘). Instead of (4) we shall deal with an equation 
in V. 
We need the following definitions and remarks for which we refer to [l] and 
[5]. The Kronecker product of D = (d,,) E R”x” and FE R8Xf, where R is a 
ring, is defined to be the ms x nt block matrix 
D OF = (d,,F); p = 1 ,... , m, v = 1 ,. ., n. (5) 
I f  X = (Xi )...) x~)~ is a vector with indeterminates over @ we define 
0’ x = x @ -*a @ x. 
I times 
For a matrix @ = PeR the r-th Kronecker power 0’ @ is 
In the set of r-tuples 
r := {(yl )...) Yr)jYaEFU(,l <yYi<k,i=l ,..., Y) 
we call y  = (n ,..., rr) and w = (wi ,..., wy) equivalent, y  ,-- w, if there is a 
permutation m E S, such that (wl ,..., wT) = (ml ,..., Y,,,.).-Let 0’ @” be the 
r-th tensorial power of C. If  ei is the i-th unit vector in CL, ei = (O,..., 0, 1, 
o,..., oy E C”, i = 1 ,..., k, then an arbitrary tensor y  E 6~’ @” has the form 
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The product @ in (6) is given by (5) and y is an A-vector. y is a symmetric 
tensor, if w N y implies c, = c, . The subspace of symmetric tensors of 0’ Ck 
is denoted by VU? and d := dim VP = (“+c-‘). We sometimes set 
v := vc’i. 
Each polynomial Q(X) E C,[ x can be written in a unique way as ] 
4(x) = ..- xur 
such that c, = c,, , if w N y. Let q = (..., c, ;..)=E 0’ Ck contain the 
coefficients of q(x). If the elements of Q are ordered corresponding to the lexico- 
graphical ordering of r, then q is in PC? and 
(7) 
The mapping q(x) w q is an isomorphism of C,[X] onto VrCk [I, p. 2031. c, will 
be called the w-entry of q. 
The following theorem is due to Ljapunov. We give a new proof which shows 
that the operator to Atr) is a partial derivation. 
THEOREM 1[4]. Let A E CkXk have the eigenvalues Al ,..., /\K . Then the linear 
operator A(+: C,[x] --+ C,[x] which is defined by 
A(3 q(x) = [grad q(x)]’ Ax 
has the eigenvalues r,h, + rzh, + ... + rkhk with integers r, > O,..., rk 2 0 and 
5 + r2 + ... $ rk = r. 
Proof. From q(x) = qT(@ X) we get [grad Q(X)]= = qT(I @ x @ 1.. @ x + 
*.. + x @ ... @ x @I). Therefore 
= qTA(‘+ (0’ x) 
where ACT): VrCk -+ VTCk is defined by 
The operator A(?> is a partial derivation on the space VrCk (see [5, p. 2241). 
Thus our assertion is contained in a general result on eigenvalues of partial 
derivations [5, p. 235-2371. In order to give a self contained proof we can argue 
directly as follows. For our purposes we can assume A to be upper triangular 
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and the eigenvalue Xi to be the (i, i)-entry of A. Then A(r) is also upper triangular 
and for w == (wi ,..., wT) the (w, w)-entry of A(r) is 
Ll + L2 + *** + LT. (7) 
-gcr> regarded as an operator on 0’ CL has as its eigenvalues all the sums (7) 
with w E r. If ACT> is restricted to I’%?, then its eigenvalues are again given by 
(7), but in this case w varies over a complete set of representatives of equivalence 
classes of r. 
Let QP’[~] be the linear space of all m-vectorsf(X) = (fL(~),...,fm(~))r with 
fi(x) E @,[x], i = I,..., m. FVe write (,f(~))~ for the Jacobian of f(x), 
(f(x)), = (8) = (gradf,@),..., gradfm(x)jT. 
We define a linear space Mini of m x rk matrices by 
P = {Iv) w = (WI )...) w,y-, w, E I/ = VW, p = l)...) m>. 
For each f(x) E Crm[x] there exists a unique matrix FE VVL such that .f(~) = 
F(@‘x). 
We now deal with the equation 
(g(x)),Ax - Bg(r) = h(x). (4) 
The assumptions on (4) are: g(x), h(x) E @,“[x], A E clxk and B E (C”X”.-If G 
and H E VV1 are such that G(x) = G(@Y x) and h(x) = H(@ x), then (4) can be 
written as 
which is equivalent to 
GAcTj - BG = H. (8) 
It is known (see e.g. [3, p. 2621) that (8) has a solution G for any H, if and 
only if Xcr> # p for all eigenvalues X(r) of ACT) and all eigenvalues p of B. 
Combining this observation with Theorem 1 we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 2. The equation 
(gW)z Ax - Bd4 = h(x) 
has a unique solution g(x)E @,.m[x]f or any h(x) E C,“[x], if and only if the eigen- 
values A1 ,..., X, of A and the eigenvalues p1 ,..., p7,? of B satisfy the following 
conditions: 
r,X,+~~+-r,X,#pj, 
rI >, 0 ,..., rk > 0, r1 + ... + rL = r; jzl )..., m. 
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3. A PERIODIC EQUATION 
Let the system 
f  := A(t) x + pl(t, x,y) 
L = BP) Y + p,(t, x9 Y) 
(9) 
be given where the right hand sides are assumed to be periodic with period 1. 
In order to construct an integral manifold of (9) of the form y  = s(t, X) the 
differential equation 
f w(t, .x) + (w(l, x>)* A(i) x - B(t) w(t, x) ==fk 4 (W 
has to be solved [2, p. 2501. 
Define @,“‘[x; t, 1] to be the space of all f(t, x) such that f(~, f) E @,“[x] for 
t E (-co, co),f(t, X) is continous with respect to t and is l-periodic, i.e. 
f(t + 1, X) = f(t, X) for all t. Similarly set @pXs(t, 1) for all I -periodic functions 
which map R continously into a)pxs. For Cmxl(~, 1) we write d3”(t, 1). 
The assumptions on the equation (10) are: A(t) E Pxr(t, I), B(t) E PXm(r, l), 
f(t, X) E Qfiz[x; t, Il.-What are the conditions that (10) has a solution w(t, X) E 
Crm[x; t, I] for anyf(t, X) ? Again based on stability arguments it is shown in [2] 
that a solution exists, if the characteristic multipliers of tic = A(t)x and those of 
j :-- B(t)y are seperated by the unit circle. In this section we derive a necessary 
and sufficient solvability condions for (IO). 
LEMMA 1 (see e.g. [2, p. 903). The equation f  = M(i)x 1. g(t), M(t) E 
c=mxyt, I), has a solution X(t) E P(t; 1) f  of any x(t) E P(t, I), if and only 27 
the only solution x(t) E P(t, 1) of 
i = M(f)x (11) 
is x(t) G 0, w equivalently ;f  p -= 1 is not a chumcte~istic multiplier of (1 I). 
There is an obvious generalization of the preceding lemma to matrix differen- 
tial equations. 
LEMMA 2. Let the characteristic multipliers of d : M(t)w, M(t) E CdXd(t, I), 
und those of3 .= B(t)y, B(t) E CmX77c(t, I), be pI ,..., pd and ,8* ,..., /In, respectiwely. 
The equation 
W(f) -i- W(t) M(f) - B(t) W(t) =- F(t) (12) 
has a solution W(t) E Pxd(t, 1) for uny F(t) E CncXd(t, I), zy and only if 
3, + 1, i = l,..., 
Pi 
d, j -= I,..., tn. 
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Proof. If the columns of the m x d matrix W = (wji) are stacked to an md- 
vector 6 = (wlr , wzl ,..., w,r ,..., w,~)~, then the homogeneous equation 
I@ + WM - BW = 0 can be transformed into a vector equation (see e.g. 
[3, p. 2601) 
k(t) = (--M(tr @I + Z @ B(t)) C(t). (13) 
Let r(t) = K(t) It and A(t) = Q(t) est be fundamental matrices of 
and 
d = M(t)v (14) 
9 = WY (1% 
respectively. Then 
[T-l(t)]’ @ A(t) = [(K-l(t))T @Q(t)] exp(--lT @ Z + Z @ 5’)t 
is a fundamental matrix of (13). The characteristic multipliers of (13) are the 
eigenvalues of e-LT @ es, that is the products of the eigenvalues of (e”)-l and 
es which are given by (p&l & . 
THEOREM 3. Let the characteristic mu&&us of f  = A(t)x and j = B(t)y 
be ml ,..., 01~ and PI ,..., /I,,, respectively. The equation (10) has a solution w(t, x) in 
C,“[x; t, l] for any f (t, x) E @p?n[x; t, 11, ; f  and only if 
where yl 2 0 ,..., rk > 0, rl + ... + rk = r, j = l,..., m. 
Proof. We write w(t, X) in (10) as w(t, X) = W(t)(@” X) such that W(t) E Vm 
for all t. Similarly f(t, x) = F(t)(@ x). Then (10) is equivalent to 
w(t) + W(t) M(t) - B(t) W(t) = F(t) 
with M(t) = A(t) QZ @ ... @Z + ... + Z @ ... @I @ A(t). If@(t) = P(t)eRt 
is a fundamental matrix of f = A(t)x, then 
0’ Q(t) =[o’ P(t)] [o’ eq 
is a fundamental matrix of 
d = M(t)v, v(t) E ImY. (17) 
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The characteristic multipliers of (I 7) are 
a CY “‘a,,, Wl Y w = (WI ,..., UJJ E .4, 
where d is a complete set of representatives of equivalence classes of r. The 
solvability conditions (16) follow from Lemma 2. 
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